A NEW BEGINNING

ADVENTURES IN LEARNING
How to

LISTEN

There is a way
to pave
Your Road to Life

By
Bruce K. Avenell
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The Great Universal School of Life progressions on,

THE ROAD TO LIFE
===============================================================

AUDINOMETRY
Out-of-Body Meditation
Discovering the Value of Spiritual Altitude
Spiritual Altitude
Discovering the right hand path
Sound Current Meditation

Meditation
Out-of Body Experience
Lucid Dreaming
Dream Analyzing
Independent Thought
Faith
belief
thought
Self awareness
Consciously alive
Alive
============================================================================
This page should be read from the bottom up
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Within the dream
of life
The momentums of my life,
Pushed and pulled,
Opposed and accelerated,
Pushed left then right,
Some days up,
Some days down,
Some days there was nothing,
nothing there at all.
I thought of giving up.
There seemed to be no sense,
No rhyme or reason,
To live a life at all.
In my search for some way to live,
I read of a man,
who, dreamt he was a butterfly,
Upon waking he wondered,
Was he a man who dreamt,
He was a butterfly,
Or was he a butterfly,
Dreaming he was a man.
From this I realized,
I was living within a dream,
Not a very good dream at that,
but one of my own making.
There are many dreams of life to dream,
many dreams of life to follow.
But they only work,
They only go someplace.
When you learn to dream,
Your dreams of life,
According to creation’s rules.
Creation’s laws define reality,
All else is just a wandering dream.

B.K.A.
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ADVENTURES IN LEARNING
How to

LISTEN
This happened to me many years ago. It’s difficult now to remember
just when it was. I was about thirty-six years old. In those days my daily
meditation program was to follow the sound current up to a place on the
Great White Mountain, and from there decide what area of creation I would
explore in that particular meditative projection. I did a lot of exploring this
way when I was in my thirties.
On this particular day when my vision cleared, I was in a hall in a
building. The hall extended to my left and to my right. In front of me were
double doors with the right hand door open. I entered and found myself in a
very large room, which was obviously a library. Directly in front of me sat a
man at the extreme right end of a table that extended off to the left out of the
range of my vision. He was looking intently at me. The room looked as one
might expect any library room to look. However, the gentleman before me
was all silver, with silver hair and silver skin. Understanding that he had
come from a much higher level to speak to me, and remembering proper
protocol, I asked, “What wisdom do you have for me?”
Looking deep into my eyes, he leaned forward and said, “Now listen
very carefully.” Then abruptly he stood up, turned and walking a few steps,
was gone.
My first reaction was not entirely a pleasant one. I had expected some
great pearl of wisdom. He had picked up my expectations and then dropped
them without even a hint of the wisdom I had expected, or so I thought.
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Time went by, more time than I care to admit, but over the years since
he told me to Listen Very Carefully, I have come to realize what a great
pearl of wisdom he gave me that day. Perhaps the greatest pearl of all.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. But what do we listen to? We listen
to the radio. We listen to our friends, our coworkers; we listen with our eyes
and ears to the television. We listen to some atrocious noise that we have
been told, and possibly convinced, is music. But, what of the music of the
spheres? What of the songs of life the universe subtly sings to us in our
silent moments, allowing us, causing us to be alive? Creation speaks to us in
every moment of every day, but do we listen to creation in any moment of
any day? Have you ever listened in the silence and listened to what you were
listening to? And even in that silence, listen yet again?
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. But what is there to listen to? What in
the silence is there to listen to? In the silence, if you can find any, if you
allow any silence in your life, creation sings its songs of life to you.
Creation’s songs are of the direction in which to grow. Creation’s songs are
of The Road to Life. Listen, it is important to be here now. When you learn
how to be here now and arrive in your life, living in creation’s moment, then
there is someplace to go. Living in the moment gives you access to The
Road to Life. Listening in the moment gives you momentum along The
Road to Life. What you listen to in your life determines whether you are a
candidate for The Road to Life, or possibly, because there is no way to stand
still on the road, you may be traveling on The Road from Life.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. Understand, that if you have been
allowed to know about the sound current and if you have been allowed to
understand a bit about how to use it, you have been allowed to live in, what
is in essence, a different universe from those who don’t know and have not
been given the ability to comprehend its use.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. Consider how men lived before the
gasoline engine. The difference in the potentials your life has with Sound
Current meditation is the difference in potentials the gasoline engine gave to
human society. There’s something to think about for a while. Now sit in
your car in the drivers seat and turn on the engine. With the engine running,
put your feet flat on the floor and your hands in your lap. Now listen to the
engine running. This is called meditation. Listening to the sound current is
only marginally different from listening to the car engine running. With your
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feet on the floor and your hands in your lap, even though you are in the
driver’s seat of your car, it isn’t going to go anywhere. To get your car to go
anywhere, you must learn how to use the command signals it was designed
to recognize. If you don’t want to take the time to learn the command signals
the car requires you have two choices; they are passenger or pedestrian.
Many people are passengers or pedestrians in their own life.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. In Lesson One we try to teach the
student the command signals that give rudimentary control of their life. In
Lesson Two we teach them how to start the engine. We have learned that in
your spirit vehicle there is no clutch and no neutral. If you are listening to
the sound current you are going somewhere. Going somewhere does not
even imply that you might be somewhere when you get there.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. What you are listening to has a
significant effect on where your life is going. What you are listening to is a
part of the steering mechanism of your spirit vehicle. Many people in
learning how to steer have lead incredible lives without the sound current.
Without the sound current, steering is a horizontal experience.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. Life as a human being is a
destination. Paradox 1) Life doesn’t go any place from here, because there
is no place else to go. We live here in the realm of paradox. In the realm of
paradox each truth has two sides to it. 2) This is as far as consciousness can
progress along The Road to Life without sound current energy.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. Life is really just a game. You don’t
have to play the game. If you don’t play the game, there is no legitimate
reason for being a human being. The game of life is creation’s game.
Creation’s intent for you is that through the games of life you will learn how
to be a Divine being in your own right. Living in this universe you are an
embryo of the Divine being you are yet to become.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. You don’t have to play the game of
life creation’s way. You are free, and you are meant to be free. You are free
to make your own rules to the games of life. You are free to win or fail. In
time you will find that the games of life only work if you are freely willing
to learn to live life by creation’s rules. You must win the game before you
can have any influence over the rules to the game. Playing by creation’s
rules allows for a wonderful winning streak and an incredible freedom.
3
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LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. Creation is directly involved in what
you are allowed to hear. Tell me how you are going to play the game of life
and I will understand. But when you realize your game of life isn’t going
anyplace, understand creation is telling you how the game of life is to be
played. You are tithing to creation whether or not that money goes to an
organized spiritual society. Some certain ten-percent of your spendable
income is determining the direction creation will allow your life’s lessons to
come from. What you are able to hear involves the direction in which you
are allowed to hear. You must support the avenues in life you wish to
follow. More to the point you are supporting and determining the directions
in life that are open to you. You can pave the road in life you are on.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. I have used a car, an automobile for
some of the examples of life I have given to you. But in truth you are a bird
and you must learn to fly under your own power. Hatched in a tall tree and
feathered out ready to fly, it is a long way to the ground. It takes a lot of
courage to launch into thin air and trust your own wings. The ground is a
long way down, but the sky has no limits. From the sky comes the music of
the spheres. It is the music that can lead you home to the great happiness.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY. The more you learn to listen to, the
more there is to listen to.
LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY . . . The rhythm takes you farther
away. It is the melodies and the harmonics that can lead you home and . . .
The time of aloneness is over

. . . and the way home . . . is open before us.

We solitary travelers . . . on . . . The Road to Life.

THERE IS A WAY.
To know what the stars know.
To know what the galaxies know.
To know what the silver stars know.
To know what the great attracters know.
To know what the universe knows.
To know what the universes know.
On The Road to Life.
!!! LISTEN !!!
B.K.A.
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Drink of the water of life,
as often as you can.
For whatsoever
commands your attention
more than it,
Shall rule your days.
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Booklets for
The Road to Life
In so many persuasions in life you cannot know what you are getting
into until you are a fair way into it. These booklets give the inquiring
aspirant a view of the progressions in spiritual development The Eureka
Society offers. The background we offer is about our progressions. There are
many adventures to be had in YOUR OWN personal spiritual development.
What The Eureka Society is really all about is YOUR OWN personal
spiritual development into the Divine being YOU are destined to become.
For best comprehension these booklets should be read in the following
sequence.
1. PREMISE - Beyond this world’s dreams of life the universe
promises a greater destiny.
2. LIVING BEYOND THE DREAM OF LIFE - Across the ages
the progressions of the soul.
3. DAYLIGHT and THE GREAT ATTRACTOR - Beyond the
illusions of life finding The Road to Life.
4. KANNON PROGRESSIONS - Be still within your stillness. Be
still at the speed of light. On The Road to life.
5. KEEPING UP WITH CREATION - Looking at creation from a
vantage point, on The Road to Life.

The Eureka Society
P.O. Box 222
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
www.theeurekasociety.org
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Book Adventures
These books offer many more adventures to be had in YOUR OWN
personal spiritual development. The Eureka Society is about YOU
discovering the Divine being YOU are destined to become. For best
comprehension these books should be read in the following sequence.
1. ESCAPE TO IMMORTALITY - You are already immortal. It
is only that your consciousness does not have the energy,
momentum, velocity, and altitude necessary to live in the eternal part
of your being.
2. VORTEXES, LIGHTS and The Gateways to Heaven - When
you learn to listen with your vision, there is a fascinating adventure
just beyond your eyes' perception.
3. JOURNEYS OF ASCENSION - Man, in his brief moment in
time, has yet to learn to hear. Life holds many great adventures for
one who learns how to listen.
4. MT SHASTA – The Vital Essence - This is about how to climb
the spiritual mountain, and how to enjoy the many vistas along the
way. The view from the top is wonderful, and offers a view into your
own spiritual future.
5. THE ROAD TO LIFE - The greatest battle you will ever face
is the fight to gain access to, and control of, your very own being.
6. THE COLORS OF LOVE - Sexually and spiritually explicit,
this book shows how a man and a woman can have an incredible
physical love life together, and at the same time, have an incredible
spiritual progression.

The Eureka Society
P.O. Box 222
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
www.theeurekasociety.org
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ENLIGHTENMENT
A TRULY WISE MAN MIGHT CONSIDER,
THERE COULD STILL BE THINGS
TO LEARN

ON
THE ROAD TO LIFE
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